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This unique Library gives teachers and specialists a stimulating, systematic way to develop
positive social behaviors in students of all abilities, grades 4-12. Included are over 125 tested
lessons and reproducible worksheets in two individually printed, self-contained volumes, each
customized to the developmental needs of learners at a particular grade level, 4-6 or 7-12. The
lesson activities and worksheets derive from real-life situations and help build learners' self-
esteem, self-control, and respect for the privileges of others. For easy make use of, the lessons
in each quantity follow a uniform structure, including titles, behavioral objective, and simple
8-step lesson plan.
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Doesn't cut it within an urban school I am certain this book and the activities work great for
some predicated on the reviews, but in the event that you work in a very urban college like me,
these actions are not enough. Four Stars Currently using this in my own classroom on a daily
basis. Five Stars Exceptional book. I am happy to be able to share this with my colleagues. I
found these activities to be too young for even that quality level... I'm very disappointed.. The
lessons and actions are easy to use and understand.. Looks like a photo copy I'd give this reserve
a zero if I could. I teach unique education and I've each book for each and every grade level. This
particular review is for grades 1 to 3. social skills I enjoyed this reserve and was happy with the
lessons and activities provided for the student. . I use the publication for grades 7 to 12, for the
4th thru 6th graders. Very Helpful I used this publication with my social abilities class for 6th
graders. I adapted a few of them to make them more interesting. I would suggest this to other
parents or teachers for all those students who need to develop social skills.. This particular
review is for grades 1 to 3. Four Stars Good resource. The book for grades 4 to 6 6, address the
same skills, and so are more appropriate because of this grade level. The lessons relate with all
students no matter race or economic class. Great for SPED I love these cultural skills books! The
reserve I received looks like a poorly done copy. I've this reserve for grades 4-6 and the grade of
the paper and printing are different. Four Stars Good resource.
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